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Chapter 1 : (You Say It's Your) "Birthday" Ecard (Famous Song) - American Greetings
We sing happy birthday to you And may all your dreams come true (Happy Happy Birthday) (Ooooah) This is your
birthday song (Ooooah) Celebration all night long.

Pick your best situation fitting wish from our collection and wish your concerned person with warm heart and
sincere greetings and make their day. On their special day let them know what they mean to you and how they
are special for you. Pick one from the best collection of birthday wishes and dedicate them to your loved ones.
Check out these amazing birthday wishes. Spend your fame, save your money. That is my gift of birthday
advice that celebrities like you need to remember. I hope your birthday, Is a happy one, And filled with
surprises, Pleasure and fun! Wishing you a very Happy Birthday, may you have a life full of love and joy, and
a blessed life. Friendsâ€¦ The only thing you could never have too many of! Thank you for being my friend.
May all your birthday wishes come true! Be victorious on your birthday and act spoiled. Read Christmas
Wishes Thank you for being a wonderful person and an inspiration. I wish you a wonderful Birthday!! I hope
you have an amazing day and lots of fun! Enjoy this day, you deserve it! May your day be filled with joy, life,
happiness and chocolate. Think of it as another year well spent with friends and family. I know am looking
forward to the next year because we will get to spend it together. Happy birthday to the most beautiful person I
knowâ€¦inside and out! Gray hairs come and go, but a sweet spirit is here to stay. It has been said that real
friends, Are very hard to find. The ones that stay when times are tough A real friend â€” the lasting kind. As I
travel through this life, I know one thing is true. You are a gift to the world. How is that for a reverse birthday
wish. On your big day, I wish you hours filled with peace, love, joy, and only the sweetest things life can
bring. Cake comes first, you can worry about the rest later. Make your birthday memorable. Blow out the
candles on the cake and celebrate! Then enjoy what life brought to you in the past year and look forward to
what is yet to come. Friends like you make every day special! Wishing you happiness today, tomorrow, and
always! Happy Birthday to the best friend I ever had. Party hard â€” this is YOUR day, and only yours! You
remind me of you at your age. Enjoy your birthday and every day to the fullest. A Happy Birthday is just part
of a Happy Life. I hope this is the beginning of the greatest year ever so far for you! You are my friend. You
are always there for me, supporting me, encouraging me , listening to me and all those other things that friends
do. You are special and I hope that you float through the day with a big smile on your face. The happiest
person is the person who thinks the most interesting thoughts and we grow happier as we grow older. Friends
like you share happiness that does not depend on what happens or what is said. I want to wish you a Happy
Birthday, from the bottom of my heart. It feels amazing to have a friend like you in my life. Have a happy and
fun-filled Birthday, buddy! You are only young once so enjoy it to the fullest. You have a birthday twinkle in
your eye so have fun and know we love you fairy, fairy much. Life is boring when you are not around. No
matter where you end up as the years go by, love is what will matter most. And on your birthday, you have
plenty of that! Love is the greatest gift anyone can give you. Just be thankful that on your birthday, you get
love and more! Stay hopeful and optimistic. I like that about you. Hope you love your new age. It loves you
because it looks good on you. I feel privileged to have spent one more year of my life with you. Wish you a
very Happy Birthday, dear friend! Funny Birthday Wishes I hope you have a beautiful day and get at least half
of what you want! Celebrate your birthday today. Celebrate being Happy every day. A wish came true when I
met You! May the year to come bring you only sweet surprises. When the world works right, good things
happen to and for good people and you are definitely good people. Vanilla, chocolate or marzipan too!
Celebrate your birthday with laughter, fun, frolic and not forgetting your best friends. Happy Birthday to you,
Cute smile! I hope that today is the beginning of a great year for you. So when they finally stop by, it is time
to make the most of it. Many Happy Returns of the day! On this your birthday may you be filled with laughter,
joy and peace with your family and close friends, content in all life brings. Whatever you may do on your
birthday, may it bring you the happiness you deserve. The whole world is in on the secret that there is
something incredibly sweet about you. My therapist suggests setting clear goals in life, such as living until
your next birthday. Am I crazy to pay for advice like that? Anyway, that is also my suggestion to you.
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Appreciate experiences that are repeated in everyday life. Also appreciate those that come just once per year.
Being in your life is a blessing. As you celebrate your day, I celebrate the beautiful friendship we share!
Happy Birthday, dearest friend! Enjoy this year and use it as a launch pad for your future! I hope that you have
the greatest birthday ever from the moment you open your eyes in the morning until they close late at night.
Like the song says: Live your life with arms wide open, Today is where your book begins, The rest is still
unwritten. You are only as old as you look â€” Here, use these glasses. May your days always be full of
sunshine and rain, waterfalls and deserts, butterflies and bees and everything else that life has to offer.
Wishing you metric tons of happiness on your birthday. Just one more year and you will be perfect. Yes, I did
say that last year. Have a wonderful happy, healthy birthday and many more to come. Wishing you a day that
is as special in every way as you are. I am glad that you have a sunny disposition because the day forecast is
for you to get older every day! Your birthday is the start of another year with more surprise and joy around
every corner. Unless you take the corner too quicklyâ€¦in that case you might just get cake in your face. I
count myself as lucky. Today is not the end of another year, but the start of a new one.
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I start making plans one week before my birthday. I will share a few of my interesting experiences and some
unique ideas from my last few birthdays. I am sure these experiences will inspire you the same to do
something awesome for your birthday too. So do you have any plans already in your mind or you are just
blank to make any decision? Anyways, in both the cases, I will help you out in making your birthday just
awesome. What to do on your Birthday? There are thousands of ways to celebrate a birthday. It all depends on
how you want it. Down below I have mentioned a wide variety of fun things to do on your birthday. Things to
do on Your Birthday Here I will give some ideas for birthday freebies that will make your day just awesome,
these things will make you happy, amazing and your experience will be memorable. These things are not over
the edge, just simple things you can do to make your whole day just amazing. New Makeover For how many
days you are carrying the same look with all those old jeans and t-shirts. Go for shopping get yourself a pair of
T-shirts, go for a saloon and give yourself a new haircut. I am sure this will make your day more fun and fresh.
Explore a new place Spend this day exploring a new city or an adventurous place with your friends and close
people. Generally, people celebrate the birthday at home or book any place or venue. You can just find a few
random places around your city to visit and explore. No work day If you are working professional or even if
you are a student, here is one thing you can do on your birthday that is do nothing. Give it a day to yourself
and just enjoy your company. I know it is kind of weird to celebrate your birthday alone but to me, it is also an
experience. If I talk about the forums I read yesterday, I found that many people prefer to celebrate their
birthday alone, just their own company. For this, you can go out and book a hotel room. You can watch
movies, listen to music, have some nice drinks and food. Mad party If celebrations alone is not a cup of your
tea, then you must do a mad party. Party like there is no tomorrow. Call out your friends for the party. Plan an
awesome party with some games, themes, and decorations. Make this the best birthday party ever of your life.
Get some music in the house, groove to the tunes and end up the night with a sleepover. I called this a mad
party is because you have to do every possible thing that will make your day just amazing. Here are some
more fun ways you can celebrate your birthday. Celebrate with nature If you want to do something unique that
I am sure you might not have done ever before then go for this one. Find the best place which is close to
nature, a valley, Riverside, mountains, desert, etc.. I am specifically talking about camping. You can have a
nice camp in this kind of places and celebrate your birthday in the most amazing way. This will be the best
birthday stuff of your life, I am sure about it. Get yourself something new When was the last time you bought
yourself something new if it been many days then this is the best time you can get yourself something new?
Like if you are planning to buy a car then go for it, buy a car. By doing this you will make your day
memorable. I still remember when I became 18 my dad gifted me a car on my birthday. I still remember that
day not because I was 18 because that day my dad gifted me a car. So if no one gifts you something
memorable then go ahead and get yourself a gift. Photoshoot Tell me to have you ever done a professional
photo shoot on your birthday, I am sure you have not. Let him capture all the moments in photos. I know this
will be a new experience for you but it will be more amazing when you will see those pictures after passing by
few years. So let the day be amazing and rest leave to the photographer. Donate something Let me tell you
what I do on my every birthday. My birthday starts with a prayer which my mom tells me to do. Then the
second thing I do is I go to beggars and orphanage to donate money and food. It will make your whole day just
awesome, you will be happy. This experience will be lifetime as I am sure you have never done it before on
your birthday. Moreover that you will get blessings from many people on your birthday, what else you want to
be more blissful. Thanking note We generally just think about our own happiness and celebrations. But what
about those who are still up with you from the day they know you. There must be many people in your life
like your parents, friends, and relatives. So do a wonderful thing on your birthday, thank all of them in a very
special way. Thanks, them because they are with you till now and for being there. So write a thanking note for
each person who is still by your side and the one who are very close to you. Do an adventurous activity Do
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something thrilling and exciting this birthday by participating in an adventurous activity like skydiving or rock
climbing etc. It will make your birthday a memorable experience and give you that adrenaline rush
throughout. Sometimes it is good to step out of your comfort zone and do something spontaneous out of the
blue. This keeps you energized and will channelize your energies to keeps up your spirits. So plan out a fall or
just go climbing up the hill. Get a self-portrait made Although the digital photography has made the portrait
scheme a thing of the past it will never get less exciting to get yourself sketched or painted on a canvas. You
can book an appointment on your birthday and get a portrait made if yourself which you can later put it on
your wall or so. Another great idea is to make this a ritual of each birthday to have a drawn record of you
changing over the years. Go on a solo long drive or ride If you know how to drive or ride and it is also one of
your favorite things to do then you can plan a solo long drive or a ride on your birthday. Pick a place that is
outside the city for a smooth road. Try it out, you will like it! You can plan a night out of bar hopping or
dessert hopping. If you are a foodie then you can go for desserts and if alcohol pleases you then nothing like
changing bars and lounges. You tend to meet different people over this madness and might make some good
contacts. Feel the vibe of each place and spread your energy to create an unforgettable memory. Visit a rural
area Rural areas are places where people are really attached to the culture and the traditions. They will be
much more old school than the city people because they are still close to their roots. So, this birthday you can
plan a solo trip to the rural areas and get disconnected from the world with no phone and laptop access.
Indulge yourself in their daily routine and try out stuff which you will rarely be able to do otherwise. Go on a
date with parents Happiness lies where there is sharing and where the family stays because they are the reason
for your existence. On your birthday share your happiness with your parents and take them to the each and
every little place where you guys can share a cherished moment or to a place that plays a crucial role in your
life. As a person, our roots belongs to our parents to make your birthday a memory for you and them. Do a
childhood memory As a grown-up kid, we never want to lose our childhood no matter how old we get. Get
nostalgic by revisiting a memory that goes back right to your childhood it can be as simple as your old house
or an old restaurant. You can also pull out your old album and initiate the day with by recreating all those
moments once again. Because it is a special day and it is ought to be amazing. Private screening of your
favorite movie They say live your life king size and on your special day, you should take charge of treating
yourself as a king. Arrange a Private screening of your favorite movie on your birthday and invite your near
and dear ones to it. You can have an entire private theatre to yourself surrounded by your closed ones and
humming your favorite songs and dialogues from the film. All of you can hoot together on your favorite
scenes from the film. Helicopter ride We love getting gifts from others on our birthday. But have you thought
about gifting yourself on this special day? You can book a helicopter ride around the city that will pump your
vein and you can enjoy the top view of your city. Experiencing such things depicts the beauty of the
unpredictability of our life. Take a proper tour of the city at a higher altitude to see ant-sized people and the
buildings. You can book a luxurious car of your choice on your birthday and hop into it. Roam around the city
in the car take and feel the luxury at its full and embrace the royalty. You can go around a hill station in it or to
the nearest vineyard. There is rarely anyone to look after them. You can also opt to go to the old age home to
have a homely feel. Go for a spa day It is your birthday and this calls for some self-pampering and a relaxation
day.
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Chapter 3 : its your birthday today
Zach and Reggie wish a very happy birthday to you! Watch as balloons carry the birthday invite to friends all over town.
Sing along to this original and sweet song from Pancake Manor.

The earliest known publication used "John" as the example. Lyrics with melody Traditional variations It is
traditional, among English-speakers, that at a birthday party , the song "Happy Birthday to You" be sung to the
birthday person by the other guests celebrating the birthday. More specifically, the birthday person is
traditionally presented with a birthday cake with lit candles, with the number of candles sometimes
corresponding to the age of the person. After the song is sung usually just once , party guests sometimes add
wishes like "and many more! The birthday person may be asked to make a wish "Make a wish! Traditionally,
blowing out the candles is believed or is considered a lighthearted superstition to ensure that the wish will
come true. In the United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand, immediately after "Happy Birthday"
has been sung, it is traditional for one of the guests to enthusiastically lead with " Hip hip How old are you
now? How old are you now-ow, how old are you now? Both the music and lyrics are in public domain in both
the European Union and United States. The copyright expired in the European Union on January 1, The
origins of "Happy Birthday to You" date back to at least the late 19th century, when two sisters, Patty and
Mildred J. However, American law professor Robert Brauneis disputes this, noting that these earlier songs had
quite different melodies. Heath in , with no reference to the words being sung. Byrum and Anna E. Koglin,
published the song in In , Robert Coleman included "Good Morning to All" in a songbook with the birthday
lyrics as a second verse. In , several specific piano arrangements and an unused second verse of "Happy
Birthday to You" were copyrighted as a work for hire crediting Preston Ware Orem for the piano
arrangements and Mrs. That specific new lyrics that also included the full text of "Happy Birthday to You",
was a copyright on the derivative work. A acquisition of C. A later corporate restructuring in the s saw
Summy-Birchard becoming a division of a new company: Birch Tree Group Limited. After that, the court was
expected to rule on the motion for summary judgment as to the merits issues on Claim One. The book
contained "Good Morning and Happy Birthday", but the copy was blurry, obscuring a line of text below the
title. Manifold and Rifkin located a clearer copy of an older edition, published in , that also contained the
"Happy Birthday" lyrics. The previously obscured line was revealed to be the credit "Special permission
through courtesy of The Clayton F Summy Co. Manifold and Rifkin argued that because the music and lyrics
were published without a valid copyright notice as was required at the time, "Happy Birthday" was in the
public domain. The company also argued that it was not acting in bad faith in withholding the evidence of the
publication. Kennedy in May In a episode of the television show Sports Night , "Intellectual Property",
character Dan Rydell sings the song to his co-anchor during a telecast, forcing his network to pay royalties,
and causing him to ask his colleagues to choose public-domain songs for him to sing for their birthdays. Farm
episode where characters repeatedly try to sing the song, only to be stopped by others reminding them of the
price. The use of the song is a problem even if it is sung in a made-up language, as a Klingon -language
version was nixed in pre-production from the 7th-season episode of Star Trek: In the Futurama episode " I
Second That Emotion ", they poke fun at the song and its copyright by making their own version with the
lyrics "What day is today? She does, but her words are sung to the tune of "Happy Birthday To You". The cast
is interrupted after the first line by a character entering the scene. Civil Rights Movement , there was a
birthday party scene in which Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. After its initial release, the film was unavailable for
sale or broadcast for many years because of the cost of clearing many copyrights, of which "Happy Birthday
to You" was one. Grants in for copyright clearances [59] allowed PBS to rebroadcast the film as recently as
February Due to the copyright issues, Colbert instead performed his new "royalty-free" birthday song, which
is set to " The Star-Spangled Banner ".
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Chapter 4 : The Best Happy Birthday Quotes for | Shutterfly
Enjoy the Happy Birthday to You lyrics. Find your name in OUR Free Birthday Song - Not Traditional While there is
controversy, the melody is generally attributed to two sisters, Mildred and Patty Hill, who wrote it for a song called "Good
Morning to All".

You deserve all the success, happiness and love in the world. The best part of everyday is sharing it with a
person like you. You and I are meant to be together; I love you and wish the world for you. Best birthday my
love of my life. I am so glad that you have become my dearest husband. Blow the candles and play with
balloon, because today is best day to be a kid again! Love and health I wish you on this perfect birthday.
Happy birthday my dear brother and all the best, you rascal. Blow the candles and make wish. It will come
true! Best birthday wishes to my favorite grandma. To my loving mother may all your birthday wishes come
true. Wish you all of the happiness in this world. Have a lovely birthday my sweetheart. Let my love overflow
upon you on your Wonderful Bday. That is why it is import to keep them and pay them small tribute with
these Happy Birthday Quotes for Friends on their special day. I wish that I could be the greatest friend in the
world, but there is no way to be a better friend than you are. Special friends are a rare find, but am I glad that
you are one of mine! Sending your way Birthday wishes for a beautiful year ahead. May your lucky stars
continue to shine and make all your dreams come true. Enjoy your day with all the pleasures it has in store.
Hope your day is simply terrific! Happy Birthday to My Best Friend. For my favorite friend, I wish you all
your favorite things on your lucky day. Have an amazing birthday. It only comes one day a year so do
something to make it memorable! I want to say Happy Birthday To You with all my extremely loud voice: I
hope all your dreams and wishes will come true starting from this day. I decided not to celebrate your birthday
again until I see you. You have not gotten any older in my mind despite the number of birthdays that you have
had and that seems odd. You of course may make your own decision. I wish you a year full of minutes!!! No
birthday wishes, birthday cards, or birthday gifts can express the amount of love and respect I have for you.
My days are more radiant, Nights are more romantic and life becomes more pleasant with you. Wish you a
happy life and Wonderful Bday. Good things happen when you just go for it. This is your special day; I hope
you enjoy it to the fullest! Live like a flower Look pretty and spread your fragrance and love everywhere.
Have a cute Birthday As my present to you, I have decided to let you be right for once. So use it carefully.
May every gift multiply and double your happiness on this special day. To the best, most wonderful, lovingest
sister in the world on her birthday and every day. Wishing you a great day, year, century just joking. Hope you
have a great day. Can you blow all those candles out or should we call the fire department? Some people look
old and feel young. Some people look young and feel old. Some people like us look young and feel young.
Despite all of the advances in medicine, there is still no cure for the common birthday. I wish you a fun-filled,
bright, exciting and joyous birthday. Wishing you all the best on your birthday. We hope you get spoiled with
lots of presents!! Wishing you all the best. Simple, to the point, just say what you feel and you will be
appreciated. A sister shares your birthday and you share hers and that makes everybody happy. Celebrate
today and be eligible for more parties all year long. Just call my number, operators are standing by. Life is
great at any age. My heart fills with happiness when I remind you, especially when its your Birthday. May the
grass be the greenest on YOUR hill. I wish only one thing for you today. May you find all the strength and
courage needed to blow all the candles out! I hope your birthday is as wonderful as you are! Live it like a
king! I wish you to celebrate all the wonderful things that make you so special, not just on your special day,
but on every day of the year! It has been fun so far but the best is still to come. Celebrate your birthday today.
Celebrate being Happy every day. May all your wishes come true but one, so you always have something to
strive for. Best Birthday to a wonderful friend. I hope your day is half as pleasant as you are. Do you believe
in miracles? I sure do, Because I found you! Wonderful Birthday to the best girlfriend in the whole wide
world! Wishing you metric tons of happiness on your birthday. Enjoy your day and may God bless you with
many more years! Thanks be to God for the gifts that he has given you and may you celebrate them many
more years. I pray for a happy life for you, happy love for you and a Best Birthday to you. You may officially
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be my boyfriend, but you are my best friend first! And I wish you all the luck in the world. Thought of you
makes me smile and smile of you makes my life special. Have a great Birthday. May all the luck in the world
be yours and lots of health, Love You, Wonderful Bday Happy 16th Birthday They say sometimes its hard to
understand, but time tells truth. The truth is that I wish you a very best bday. Best Bday and thank you. I wish
you a wonderful Birthday!! I hope you have an amazing day and lots of fun! Enjoy this day, you deserve it!
Wishing you a great year ahead. Best wishes for a joyous day filled with love and laughter. A friend is
someone who understands your past, believes in your future, and accepts you just the way you are, even if you
are getting older. Closing the doors on the world so we can be together is where I find the most joy. On the
lovely occasion of your birthday, I just want to remind you that I deeply, truly, madly am in love with you.
Thank you for being a wonderful person and an inspiration. Even if we are not together just remember that my
heart is always with you. I will always love you;best birthday Wishing you a very Wonderful Bday!! We hope
you have a great day and all your wishes come true. Wishing you a day filled with love and cheer. Hoping
your day will be as special as you are.
Chapter 5 : The Beatles - Birthday Lyrics | MetroLyrics
Birthday Lyrics: You say it's your birthday / It's my birthday too, yeah / They say it's your birthday / We're going to have a
good time / I'm glad it's your birthday / Happy birthday to you / Yes.

Chapter 6 : DJ Bobo - Happy birthday to you Lyrics
Happy Birthday to You Happy Birthday to You Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday Happy Birthday to You. One more
candle to light On your birthday cake Hope your wishes all come true.

Chapter 7 : 33 Fun Things To Do on Your Birthday to Make it Special | Birthday Inspire
On your birthday, you are wished all that you hope for, all that you dream of, all that makes you happy. Happy birthday
to you. As you grow each year, we see a little more of us in you.

Chapter 8 : Happy Birthday - Happy Birthday Lyrics | MetroLyrics
The best way to say Happy birthday to someone is to use one of our hand crafted funny happy birthday quotes. Sending
happy birthday quotes is a long time custom and a traditional necessity. Feel free to use any of our handcrafted Happy
Birthday Quotes we created specially for you.

Chapter 9 : Happy To You! It's Your Birthday: Mary Engelbreit: theinnatdunvilla.com: Books
"Happy Birthday to You", also known as "Happy Birthday", is a song traditionally sung to celebrate the anniversary of a
person's birth. According to the Guinness World Records, it is the most recognized song in the English language,
followed by "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow".
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